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WELCOME REMARKS
On behalf of the organizing committee and international advisory board, I am pleased to welcome the global
AE community to Chicago. As a native of the Chicago area, I am particularly glad to share “my city” with you.
Chicago is located in at the southern end of Lake Michigan in the central USA and enjoys direct airline service
from major airports worldwide. While it is a young city by world standards (incorporated 1837), Chicago has
risen to prominence as a global transportation hub, financial and manufacturing center, and locus for
education and innovation at the heart of a metropolitan area of over nine million people.
The history of Chicago is intimately connected with technological and scientific innovations: reconstruction of
the city following the Great Fire of 1871 included ten-story Home Insurance Building, the first tall building
with a structural steel frame, and generally considered to be the world’s first skyscraper. In 1900, engineers
reversed the flow of the Chicago River to protect water quality of Lake Michigan and enhance water
transportation links through the region. The 110-story Sears Tower held the title of tallest building in the
world from 1973 to 1998.
While Chicago does experience some lively weather, the appellation “Windy City” refers to the enthusiasm
with which early twentieth century Chicagoans promoted their city. At the time of the AE meeting in midJune, we can expect warm, sunny days with the heat moderated by the cooling breeze from Lake Michigan.
Most attractions within the city proper are accessible from the conference venue and suggested hotels by
public transportation, taxi, or rideshare service – a rental car is not necessary.
In the summertime, the single best way to see the city is by boat cruise on the Chicago River and Lake
Michigan. A number of options are available, from water taxi service to narrated and catered cruises. The
conference banquet will be held on one of the latter.
In keeping with the city motto of Urbs in horto – “City in a Garden” – Chicago has many parks and public
spaces, most notably a series of interconnected parks and paths along the Lake Michigan shoreline, and a ring
of forest and prairie reserves around the city limits. Several national and state parks and reserves are located
within a 1-2 hour drive from the city. In addition, nationwide domestic air connections are available from
Chicago’s two airports (ORD and MDW), making Chicago a convenient hub for an extended visit to the USA.
I look forward to seeing you in Chicago!
David Kosnik
Chairman, Acoustic Emission Working Group
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For non-pristine structures, existing damage (e.g., caused during fatigue) may generate early
fretting emission, i.e., at low loads, which is unrelated to new damage. In other words, early AE
initiation load may indicate the presence of existing damage. To avoid misguided assumptions,
the distinction of fretting-generated emission (FGE) from damage-generated emission (DGE)
needs to receive primary attention. This could be accomplished by targeted waveform analyses
of the AE signals. Rate of damage progression is associated with increasing rate of the
corresponding AE-signals. Fracture load is normally anticipated by the increasing rate and
intensity of emission. Source localization algorithms, readily available in the commercial AE
instruments, provides means to locate new damage and track its progression.
This study focused on the applicability of AE to detect damage initiation, locate its site, track its
progression and anticipate imminent fracture of a large composite panel that contains both a large
discontinuity (i.e., an open hole) and existing damage caused by an extended fatigue loading.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The experimental work was conducted at the Airframe Beam Structural Test (ABST) fixture,
Figure 1, operated by the Structures and Materials Laboratory at the FAA William J. Hughes
Technical Center in Atlantic City International Airport, NJ. The four hydraulic actuators are
synchronized to render the desired loading function. A detailed description of the ABST fixture
and its different supporting systems is provided in Bakuckas et al. [1].
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Figure 1. General view of the Airframe Beam
Structural Test (ABST) fixture [1].

Figure 2. General view of the test panel instrumented with 6
WDI (no. 1-6) and 6 R15I (no. 7-12) sensors.

The test panel was a 610-mm wide, 1,067-mm long, having 18-plies (3,56 mm-thick), being nearly
quasi-isotropic carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) panel with a through-the-thickness 79.4 mm
diameter hole at its center, Figure 2. The panel was placed with the 0° plies positioned along the
length of the panel. The details of the panel attachment are described in [1].
The panel was previously subjected to constant amplitude, sinusoidal, cyclic loading, under
constant moment loading, at a frequency of 0.375 Hz and at R-ratio of 0.1, for 165,000 cycles, as
described in [1]. Subsequently, and following post fatigue inspection, the panel was subjected to
a residual strength (RS) test. The test included 12 quasi-static loading/unloading cycles,
incrementally increasing the load up to failure, numbered RS-1 through RS-12. Sinusoidal load
profile was applied, with the last loading (RS-12) at an approximate average loading rate of
11.1 kN/min and 15.7 kN/min of the inboard and outboard actuator pairs. Final loading was
terminated prior to catastrophic fracture at 60.7 kN and 86.2 kN, respectively, to ensure that the
panel remained intact upon removal from the ABST test fixture for post-test NDI. This paper
discusses the AE recorded only during the last (RS-12) loading to failure.
The panel was continuously monitored via multiple still and video high magnification camera
systems. Digital image correlation (DIC) was used to continuously monitor panel deformation.
Strain was monitored throughout loading using strain gages at pre-selected sites. Additionally,
non-destructive inspections (NDI) of the state-of-damage were conducted upon each unloading
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using flash thermography (FT)and phased array (PA) ultrasonic.
measurements and inspections are discussed in [1].

Results of all these

A 16-channel AE system, manufactured by Mistras Group, formerly known as Physical Acoustics
Corporation (PAC) was used in this program, including data acquisition boards, software (AEWin
and Noesis), sensors and pre-amplifiers. Six WDI and six R15I sensors were installed around the
central hole. The six R15I sensors were mounted concentric to the central hole, 60° apart:
sensors no. 7,8,10, and 11 at a radius of 168 mm and sensors no. 9 and 12 at a radius of 240
mm, Figure 2. The six WDI sensors were displaced, as needed, for space considerations. Wave
velocity calibration yielded wave velocities of 5,782, 4,795, and 4,484 m/sec along the 45°, 0° and
90° direction, respectively. Noting that the 45°/90°/0° ply ratio of the laminate is 6/2/2,
respectively, an average wave velocity of 5,207 m/sec was used. In this study only the results
recorded with the R15I sensors are discussed.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Free-edge delamination is expected to be the dominant failure at the fwd and aft sides of the open
hole, as was confirmed via visual observations and NDIs conducted at the end of the fatigue test
(to be shown below). Numerous prior studies often revealed that the delaminated fracture surface
contains a large number of broken fibers, fiber/matrix interfacial failures, and extensive matrix
micro-cracking – all of which are sources of AE. This complex damage is further extended during
post-fatigue residual strength test.
a. Characteristics of AE-Signals: The hit amplitude of the AE-signals recorded by all six R15I
sensors are shown in Figure 3, together with selected waveforms and their corresponding
frequency spectra. A large number of AE signals (13.4%) were recorded at load levels below the
previous peak load (i.e., RS-11 test of 78.2 kN). The amplitude of these AE-signals were of 4050 dB (80.9%), 50-70 dB (19.6%) and above 80 dB (0.1%) ranges, normally associated (in smallscale laboratory coupon testing) with matrix cracking, delamination, and fiber breaks, respectively.
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Figure 3. AE-signals recorded during the first post-fatigue RS loading, showing selected waveform at key load levels and their
corresponding frequency spectra.

However, since no new damage is expected to occur at such low load levels, one may conclude
that the majority of this emission resulted from fretting among the fracture surfaces formed during
the prior extended fatigue test. Most of the low-load emission is of low amplitude (45 dB),
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Development of damage detection method in type-III
hydrogen pressure vessel by acoustic emission
Takuma Matsuo, Hiroki Orito and Kotaro Hase
Meiji University, Kawasaki, Japan
ABSTRACT
A type-III pressure vessel constructed using an aluminum alloy liner with a full composite
overwrap, is generally used in hydrogen storage tanks at hydrogen refueling stations. However,
the evaluation of the fatigue damages in the aluminum alloy layer of the vessel is difficult by the
conventional NDT method, because of the effect of the surface CFRP layer. In order to
overcome this problem, a damage monitoring method for a type-III hydrogen pressure vessel
has been developed by using the AE method. The characteristics of the AE parameters that
propagated in the vessel were studied. A small type-III vessel was used as a specimen. Artificial
AE signals were produced by laser ablation using a pulse YAG laser. The pulsed laser was
irradiated on different cross-sectional layers. As a result, the extraction of the AE signal that was
excited in the aluminum alloy layer was successful by using the characteristics of the AE
waveform. However, the AE extraction by using weak AE signals was difficult. Further, an
optical fiber sensor was employed for wide area monitoring. The optical fiber sensor was wound
over the outer surface of the vessel. Artificial AE signals could be detected with a constant and
high signal-to-noise ratio when the optical fiber sensor was wrapped over the vessel.
Keywords: Type-III hydrogen pressure vessel, fatigue, optical fiber AE sensor, monitoring,
waveform classification

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been increased attention on using hydrogen as a clean source
of energy. In Japan, to promote the proliferation of hydrogen vehicles, the development of
hydrogen stations is advancing. Type-III composite pressure vessels are used in hydrogen
stations. Figure 1 shows the structure of a type-III composite vessel [1]. The vessel structure
comprises of an aluminum alloy liner which is covered with a Carbon Fiber Reinforced plastics
(CFRP) helical layer and a CFRP hoop layer. Although the vessel possesses a high strength
and an appropriate weight, fatigue cracks are generated during its operation.
In order to prevent accidents caused by fatigue, non-destructive inspections and
monitoring of the vessel are important. In standard metal vessels, fatigue cracks are detected
and evaluated by ultrasonic testing on the basis of which fatigue life is estimated. However, in a
Type-III vessel, it is difficult to evaluate fatigue cracks due to the CFRP layer. Therefore, the
acoustic emission (AE) method is considered as a suitable alternative. If the progress of the
fatigue cracks can be evaluated by the AE method, it is possible to diagnose the health of the
vessel. However, there are few cases where the AE method is applied to a type-III vessel
comprising a complicated sectional structure.
In this study, we first evaluate the characteristics of an AE signal propagating through a typeIII vessel. We have clarified the propagation velocity and the attenuation of the AE signal in
addition to its source locating accuracy and examined the application of the AE method to a
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type-III vessel. Further, we have developed a smart accumulator capable of measuring AE
signals in a wide range of type-III vessels using an optical fiber AE sensor.
Aluminum Liner

Helical winding

Hoop winding

Type Ⅲ
composite vessels

Fig.1 Structure of type-III composite pressure vessel

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AE PROPAGATION IN TYPE-III VESSEL
2.1 Source location accuracy

For evaluating the state of the vessel, it is important to detect where the damage has
occurred. However, in composite materials such as CFRPs, anisotropy of the velocity of
propagation of the material occurs, thus the detection of the source location is difficult. For this
reason, in order to perform a detailed source location detection, a source orientation method
considering velocity anisotropy is required [2]. However, we considered the extent of the impact
of disregarding the anisotropy of the propagation velocity in this test.
Threshold
: 10 mV
Sampling interval : 50 ns

Digitizer
Ch.3 ( 300, 150 )

485 mm
y

2 mm
1.75 mm
6.0 mm

x

Ch.1 ( 0, 0 )

Fiber
direction

AE Sensor
(PAC, R15α)
Ch.2 ( 300, 0 )
Hoop winding
Helical winding
Aluminum plate

485 mm

Fig.2 Experimental setup for AE source location in composite plate

Figure 2 shows an experimental setup for the AE source location by the pencil lead breaking
method. A flat plate simulating a type-III composite vessel was used, in which an aluminum alloy
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plate with a length of 485 mm, a cross ply CFRP plate, and a unidirectional CFRP plate were
laminated. The total thickness of the flat plate was 9.75 mm. The orientation direction of the
fiber of the unidirectional CFRP plate was considered as the y axis and the direction
perpendicular to the fiber was considered as the x axis. An R15 α (resonance frequency 150
kHz) AE sensor was used for the experiment. We set three sensors on the plate. In addition,
artificial AE signals were excited from the aluminum plate by pencil lead breaking. Fig. 3 shows
the AE waveforms detected by each sensor when the AE source was at (x, y) = (150, 200). The
lines in the figure present the theoretical arrival times of the S0 mode of the aluminum plate, the
A0 mode of aluminum plate, and the A0 mode of the CFRP plate, respectively. Meanwhile, the
source location was detected using the S0 mode of the aluminum plate.
Aluminum A0 mode
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Fig.3 Waveforms detected by three AE sensors produced by pencil lead breaking
at x = 150 mm and y = 200 mm
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Fig.4 Source location results
Fig. 4 shows the results of the detection of the source location. The average location error
calculation of the overall location resulted in an average error of 12 % and a maximum error of
34 %. This error occurred due to the deviation in the arrival time under the influence of the
velocity anisotropy due to the presence of the CFRP layer. The first arrival wave packet was
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presumed to be caused by background noise. This result indicated that an AE propagation in
type-III vessels becomes complicated due to the presence of the CFRP layers, thus it is
expected that a highly accurate source location is difficult.
2.2 Characteristics of AE waveform originating from different layers

Further, the micro cracks occurring in the vessel were simulated with an artificial AE
source and the classification of the AE signal was attempted by using a specimen simulating a
small type-III vessel. The experimental setup is exhibited on the left in Fig.5. An opening was
provided in the central part of the vessel, and the artificial AE signals were excited by irradiating
the cross-section with a pulse YAG laser. The pulsed laser simulated a mode-I type destruction
by point focusing at each layer with a power of 1.47 mJ. The pulsed laser was also used for
simulation of a delamination by line focusing at the interface between the aluminum liner and
the CFRP layer. In addition, as exhibited on the right in Fig. 5, the sensor position was changed
from 25 mm to 125 mm, while the fiber orientation direction of the hoop layer was set to 0 ° and
was increased to 90 ° at 15 ° intervals.
Pre Amplifier (40dB) and
High-pass filter (10kHz)

Oscilloscope
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Fiber direction of
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φ100mm
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(Energy 1.47 mJ)
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25mm
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350mm

45mm
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Fig.5 Experimental setup for detecting artificial AE signals propagated in a small type-III vessel
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Fig.6 Waveforms and their wavelet contour maps produced at different AE sources
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Fig. 6 shows the waveforms and the corresponding wavelet contour maps of each AE
source at the propagation angle of 0 ° and a distance of 100 mm. The AE waveform originating
from the aluminum liner had low frequency components. However, it was found that compared
to the waveform originating from the aluminum liner, the waveform originating from using the
hoop winding as the AE source had higher frequency components. In addition, the waveforms
having the characteristics of both an aluminum liner and a CFRP layer as an AE source tended
to be detected in a sound source whose interface simulated delamination. They were thus, used
as an AE source. Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the peak amplitude of the AE waveform
originating from the aluminum liner and from the delamination, with the propagation angle at 0°
and 90°. It was found that regardless of the angle and the propagation distance, the peak
voltage of the waveform simulating the delamination tended to be larger than the peak voltage
of the aluminum liner used as the AE source. By using these features, there is a possibility of
extracting the AE caused by the fatigue cracks in an aluminum alloy. However, since the
attenuation of the AE signal may vary greatly depending on the angle, there is a possibility that
a large number of sensors may be required when monitoring a large vessel.
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Fig.7 Change in maximum amplitude as a function of sensor distance at angle at
(a) 0°and (b) 90°

3. DEVELOPMENT OF SMART VESSEL BY OPTICAL FIBER AE SENSOR
Based on the results obtained so far, in order to quantitatively evaluate the AE signal
propagating through the vessel, it is considered that a system capable of measuring a wide
range area is necessary. Therefore, we have proposed a system that winds the optical fiber
sensor around the outer circumference of the vessel and constructs a smart vessel using the
entire vessel as a sensor, thus monitoring the entire vessel. Figure 8 shows the experimental
equipment diagram. The optical fiber sensor was wrapped around the hoop winding part located
at the outer surface of the small vessel used in the previous section. A pseudo AE signal was
excited using a pulse YAG laser with an energy of 3.25 mJ. Each sensor was positioned at 60
mm from the sound source. Figure 9 shows the detected waveform and the frequency spectrum
of the PZT sensor and the optical fiber sensor. The difference between the Signal-to-noise (SN)
ratio of the optical fiber sensor and the PZT sensor is small, and it is expected that the AE due
to the fatigue crack propagation can be detected. Thus, by laying this sensor over a wide area, it
is possible to monitor the entire vessel.
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Fig.8 Experimental setup for comparing artificial AE signals
detected by PZT sensor and optical fiber sensor
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Fig.9 Waveforms and their frequency spectra detected by optical fiber sensor and PZT sensor

4. CONCLUSION
A damage monitoring method for a type-III hydrogen pressure vessel was developed by
using the AE method. The detection of the source location disregarding he anisotropy of the
propagation velocity was difficult. The extraction of the AE signal that was excited in the
aluminum alloy layer was successful by using the characteristics of the AE waveform. An optical
fiber sensor was then employed for wide area monitoring. Artificial AE signals could be detected
with a constant and high signal-to-noise ratio when the optical fiber sensor was wrapped over
the vessel.
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ABSTRACT

Process monitoring is one of the important applications of acoustic emission (AE) method.
During manufacturing process of materials and structures, microscopic defects affect their
performance and reliability in some cases. AE method is an effective in-situ NDE technology for
detection of occurrence of such defects. However, there are two problems here. Firstly, AE
process monitoring is often disturbed by strong noise. Secondly, cables installation for AE
measurement is often forbidden due to operational reason at the site, or it is impossible when
the sensors are placed in sealed or rotating parts. The first problem can be suppressed by AE
streaming with digital noise filter in the frequency domain. And the second problem can be
avoided by wireless measurement. In order to solve both problems simultaneously, a wireless
AE measurement system with streaming support was developed in this study. Two channels of
streams with about 4 MHz of sampling frequency is available by a battery-powered computer
board. Acquired waveforms are immediately transmitted to a high performance remote
computer via Wi-Fi to do heavy processing for noise reduction and event detection. The noise
level in the acquired waveform was lower than that of the conventional wired system because
the wireless computer board was electrically insulated from the external power line. Furthermore,
the new wireless system can use the same noise filter with heavy calculation as the
conventional wired system. As a result, the new system enabled high effectiveness for process
monitoring by high noise tolerance and wireless stream acquisition.
Keywords: AE streaming, Process monitoring, Wireless monitoring, Noise tolerance
1. INTRODUCTION
Monitoring of materials and structures manufacturing process is an important application of
acoustic emission (AE) method because microscopic defects during the process may affect their
performance and reliability. However, it is a difficult target for AE monitoring due to heavy
vibrations and/or electrical noise from the processing equipment. Under such noisy environment,
it is known that AE streaming i.e. continuous waveform recording with digital noise filter is an
effective solution. Then, the authors have developed an AE measurement system “Continuous
Wave Memory” (CWM) that focused on AE streaming with various analysis functions. [1-2]
However, there is another practical problem at the actual industrial sites. Cabling of power
and communication lines between the sensors, preamplifiers and the main unit of the AE
measurement equipment is often difficult or troublesome at the site. On the contrary, typical
wireless AE measurement systems do not support streaming because of limited computing
performance and wireless communication bandwidth. Therefore, a novel wireless and batterydriven AE streaming server was developed in this research. In this system, the conventional
CWM does not directly connect the sensor but works as a client that receives the AE streams
wirelessly transmitted from the server. Therefore, the full set of function of noise filters and
waveform analyses of CWM is available in this new system.
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2. DEVELOPMENT
2.1 Realization of wireless AE streaming
AE streaming requires the ability to process large amount of waveform data continuously.
The minimum required sampling frequency for AE streaming is 2 MHz because the typical
highest frequency component in AE wave is about 1 MHz. One sampling data is normally 2
bytes because the typical resolution of analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is between 10 and 16
bits. Therefore, the minimum required data rate of one channel AE stream is 4 MB/s.
Considering the performance of the current battery-driven small computer board, only waveform
acquisition and simple processing such as event detection by threshold crossing are available at
this data rate. It is impossible to perform a heavy processing like a digital noise filter in
frequency domain. On the contrary, wireless transmission of AE streams is available for the
latest high speed Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11ac).
Therefore, the wireless CWM in this study, the battery-driven part works as a simple AE
streaming server i.e. the acquired waveforms are directly sent wirelessly. All of the waveform
analysis is done in the client, which is a high performance computer connected to the power
supply. Figure 1 shows the role sharing of the server and client parts of the wireless CWM.

AE sensor

Server

Wireless
AE streaming

Acquisition

Battery

Client
Recording

Analysis
 Noise reduction
 Event detection
 Event location

Power
supply

Figure 1: Role of the server and client of the wireless CWM.
2.2 AE stream server
An IoT (Internet of Things) board STEMlab 125-14 (Red Pitaya team) was adopted as the
mainboard of the server. A simple preamplifier subboard can be attached to the mainboard.
Figure 2 shows the data and control flow in the server side. Two sensors can be connected to
the server. The range of input voltage is selectable between ± 1 V and ± 20 V and the resolution
of ADC is 14 bits. Due to the narrow voltage range with high resolution sampling and low noise
level of the on-board circuit, accurate waveform acquisition is possible even when the
preamplifier is not used. The practical maximum frequency of STEMlab 125-14 for streaming i.e.
continuous waveform acquisition without any data loss was confirmed as 3.9 MHz by a
preliminary experiment. That is, the raw signal of 125 MHz sampling from the ADC was divided
by 32 in the FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array). The acquired continuous waveforms were
written in a microSDXC memory card with excellent continuous write performance. The server
supports NFS (Network file system) and the client connects to the NFS server and downloads
the streams data. It is not described in the official manual, but since the STEMlab 125-14
supports the microSDXC memory, hours of waveforms could be cached in the server.
The footprint of the server was 107 mm × 60 mm and the weight excluding the battery was
about 100 g. Since the power consumption during operation was about 3.8 W, the server could
operate for several hours with a small Li-ion battery. Consequently, a wireless AE streaming
server with compact size, light weight and sufficient operating time was developed successfully.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the server part of the wireless CWM.
2.3 AE stream client
The conventional wired CWM could be used as the client after a small implementation of
server control commands for configuration, starting and stopping of streaming. The full set of
analysis functions of the conventional CWM which includes digital noise reduction, event
detection and event location is available in the new wireless CWM system.
Various forms of the clients are available. The simplest one is a local client which
communicates with the server via Wi-Fi and analyzing the continuous waveforms (see Figure
3(a)). On the contrary, a remote client is also available if there is a broadband router. The
remote client can be built on a virtual machine in data center (see Figure 3(b)). In both cases,
visualization and downloading of the analysis results is available by a local or remote tablet or
laptop computer via Wi-Fi and 4G network since the required traffic is sufficiently small.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the server part of the wireless CWM.
3. VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT
3.1 Noise in actual AE measurement
In order to confirm the performance of wireless AE streaming and noise tolerance, wireless
CWM was tested in an actual materials manufacturing process. In the verification experiment,
two flat plates of magnesium alloy with 2.0 mm thick were joined by friction stir welding (FSW)
process. During the process, AE was monitored by the wireless CWM system. The conventional
wired CWM was also used for comparison. Heat resistant AE sensors (type AE254SMH177 by
Fuji Ceramics) were placed around the welding tool. Channels 1 and 2 were connected to the
wireless CWM directly and channels 3 and 4 were connected to the wired CWM via 20 dB
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amplifier. A high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 100 kHz was applied to the acquired AE
streams to eliminate low frequency noise due to vibration.
Waveforms of typical AE events are shown in Figure 4. There was a large difference in
noise level between the two. In the wired channels, electrical noise was likely to affect the ADC
because the all experimental equipment i.e. sensors, preamplifiers and the FSW machine was
electrically connected via the power line to the ADC in the wired CWM. The oscillation waveform
of the piezoelectric sensors by an electric pulse is difficult to distinguish from the usual burst
type AE event due to microfracture in the material. On the other hand, electrical noise was not
found in the wireless channels since there was no electrical path through the streaming server.
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Figure 4: Typical waveform of an AE event recorded by (a) wireless CWM and (b) wired CWM.
4. CONCLUSION


A novel wireless AE measurement system was developed with streaming support. Two
channels of streaming are available with about 4 MHz of sampling frequency by a batterypowered server and high speed Wi-Fi.



The client as analyzer of the AE stream can use not only a local computer but also a remote
virtual computer. Visualization and downloading of the analysis results is available by a
local or remote tablet or laptop computer via Wi-Fi or 4G network.



Electrical noise was not found in the streams by wireless measurement since there was no
electrical path through the battery-powered wireless streaming server.
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Sensing and clustering analysis of acoustic emission due to
crack rubbing/clapping in fatigue-cracked thin metal sheets
Roshan Joseph, Victor Giurgiutiu
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ABSTRACT
Fatigue cracks in metallic structures can cause catastrophic failure to the structure if it is not
detected during its early stage. Rubbing and clapping of crack faying surfaces are a potential
source for acoustic emission (AE) signals. The vibration of fatigue cracked sheet metal samples
were used to induce rubbing and clapping of crack faying surfaces to generate AE signals. The
AE signals generated were captured by multiple piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWAS)
bonded to the sheet metal sample in a linear configuration, and source localization was performed
to confirm the origin of the AE signals. In some practical cases, the structure would be subjected
to external loading while undergoing crack rubbing and AE generation. The sheet metal sample
was first axially loaded, then rubbing/clapping was induced through the vibration of the specimen
and AE signals were recorded to study the influence of external loading on the AE signals. A large
number of AE signals was captured through various cases of AE experiments. To understand the
consistency or similarity of the signals, it is necessary to perform a statistical analysis of these AE
signals. Pearson correlation was performed for all AE signals in the time domain as well as in the
frequency domain to understand the similarity of AE signals. A 2D plot of time domain as well as
frequency domain correlation was obtained to depict the similarity in the AE signals.
Keywords: Acoustic emission, AE signal processing, Crack rubbing AE, Correlation of AE signals
1

INTRODUCTION

Acoustic emissions (AEs) are the stress waves produced by the sudden internal stress
redistribution of the materials caused by the change in internal structure possibly due to crack
initiation and growth, dislocation movement, twinning, phase transformation in monolithic
materials, fiber breakage, fiber-matrix deboning in composites, etc.[1]. AE signal characteristic is
strongly influenced by the source mechanism of the AE. The mechanism of the source is
significantly influenced by the composition of the material[2]–[5]. Many researchers studied AE
due to various kinds of sources. Wang et al.[6] performed acoustic emission due to rubbing in a
rotor-bearing and source localization. Acoustic emission due to progressive damage in a polymerbased composite[7] as well as clustering of AE signals obtained from failure on carbon fiber
reinforced plastic (CFRP) specimens was studied[8]. Acoustic emission during various fracture
activities was studied to relate the fracture and AE signals [9].
Acoustic emission during fatigue a crack growth event attracted many researchers. The detection
of fatigue crack growth can prevent catastrophic failure of structures. Many researchers have
studied the AE due to fatigue crack growth[10]–[13]. Zhang et al.[14] studied the acoustic
emission signatures of fatigue damages in an idealized bevel gear spline and identified two
different AE signal signatures for plastic deformation and crack jump. Bhuiyan et al. [15]–[17]
studied the AE signal signatures recorded by PWAS sensors during a fatigue crack growth
experiment. Roberts and Talebzadeh [10] discussed the correlation between acoustic emission
count rates and crack propagation rates.
The AE signals are generated when a crack growth in metallic structures occurs and several
studies have been reported on this, similar to the works presented in the previous paragraph. It
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is not obvious that the crack will be always growing and producing the AE signals. If the fatigue
loading on the structure is not enough for the crack advancement, the crack may not grow. But,
any kind of vibration or fatigue loads which do not cause any crack propagation can produce AE
signals when the crack surfaces rub and clap each other. No research works have been reported
yet to study the signals generated due to rubbing and clapping of crack faying surfaces of thin
metallic plates. This paper discusses AE signal signatures when the faying surfaces of crack rub
and clap each other.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the experimental setup and
methods. The experimental set up for generating the fatigue crack in a 1-mm aluminum plate and
the experimental set up for measuring AE signals due to rubbing and clapping of crack faying
surfaces are explained in this section. In section 3, the results of Finite Element Method (FEM)
analysis of the specimen, as well as the AE signal signatures due to rubbing and clapping of crack
faying surface, have been discussed. The paper ends with a summary, conclusions, and future
work.
2

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND METHODS

2.1 Experimental setups
Aluminum 2024-T3 specimen was chosen for manufacturing the test specimen material. The
material properties of the specimen were 73 GPa modulus of elasticity, 2767 kg/m3density, and
0.33 Poissons ratio. The aluminum coupons manufactured had dimensions 103 mm width, 305
mm length and 1 mm thickness. 1 mm hole was drilled at the geometric center of the specimen
for initiating the fatigue crack. The hole would cause stress concentration at the edges of the hole,
and the crack initiation would happen at the hole. Fatigue loading was applied to the specimen to
generate the pre-crack. For the pre-crack generation fatigue loading from 22 kN to 2.2 kN at a
frequency of 4 Hz was applied. Crack initiation started at approximately 40,600 cycles. The crack
grew 20 mm in 400 cycles. After generating the crack in the specimen, four PWAS sensors were
bonded on the specimen (Figure 3). One PWAS was bonded very close to the crack at a distance
of 6 mm from the crack. This PWAS was bonded at such a close distance so that it can pick up
even the weak AE signals originating from the crack. Two other PWAS were bonded at 25 mm
distance from the crack in opposite directions, and another PWAS was bonded at 50 mm from
the crack. The PWAS bonding configuration, the time of arrival, and amplitude of the signals
reaching these PWAS would confirm the AE signal source and geometric spreading of the AE
signals.
The experimental setup for generating crack rubbing and clapping in the specimen is presented
in Figure 2. For AE generation due to crack rubbing, the fatigue crack grown plate specimen was
mounted on a shaker. Continuous sinusoidal excitation was given to the specimen at various
frequencies through the shaker. The vibration of the specimen causes the faying surfaces of the
crack to rub/clap each other. This rubbing and clapping produce acoustic emission signals.
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Figure 1 The specimen with hole mounted on the MTS machine for the generation of crack. Cyclic
fatigue loading was applied to generate crack from the hole
Vibration applicator
25 mm

Arragnement of PWAS
on the specien

PWAS 1

Function generator

Crack

6 mm

25 mm

50 mm

PWAS 2

PWAS 3

PWAS 4

Distance from crack

B&K power amplifier
Shaker attached with
sheet metal sample

Mistras AE system

Acoustic pre- amplifier

Figure 2 The experimental set up for generation of vibration-induced crack rubbing/clapping AE
signals. The sinusoidal excitation for vibrating the specimen was generated by
function generator. Sufficient power for the vibrating the specimen using vibration
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exciter was obtained from the power amplifier. Vibration generated AE signals were
captured by using the Mistras AE system.

pre-amplifier

Band pass filter
(30-700 kHz)

Mistras AE instrument

Turn buckle
Specimen in
the test cell

Shaker

Function
generator

B&K power amplifier

Figure 3 AE measurement test setup in the test cell. Vibration motion is applied to the specimen
in the test cell through a shaker. AE signals collected through PWAS bonded to the
specimen was passed through pre-amplifier and recorded using Mistras AE system
For the generation of continuous vibration, a function generator was used. For obtaining sufficient
voltage of excitation, the signal is amplified using a power amplifier. The amplified sinusoidal
signals are fed to a vibration exciter.
The shaker vibrates the plate in the out-of-plane direction causing rubbing/clapping of crack faying
surfaces and generation of AE signal due to the rubbing/clapping. The PWAS installed on the
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specimen sensed AE hits. Four identical preamplifiers with a built-in bandpass filter (30- 700 kHz)
were connected to the sensors. The preamplifier is connected to Mistras AE system. A sampling
frequency of 10 MHz was chosen to capture any high-frequency AE signals. AE hits at plate
resonance were captured and analyzed. At plate resonances, the possibility of crack rubbing, as
well as the threshold of AE signals, are higher, which makes it suitable for AE signal collection
and analysis.
In some cases, the cracked specimen may be subjected to external loading. In such cases, the
crack would be in an open position. Still, the crack rubbing at the crack tips may induce AE signals.
AE signal characteristics in such circumstances need to be studied. A test cell test setup for
simultaneously providing axial load and vibrating the specimen was manufactured in house. In
Figure 3, a schematic of the setup of the test cell and its important features for mounting AE test
specimen and providing axial load is presented. The test cell can arrest two edges of the specimen
securely and load the specimen axially through spring loading. The specimen was connected to
the spring through a turnbuckle as presented in Figure 3. By using the loading bars, the turnbuckle
was turned. Turning the turnbuckle caused extension of the springs and provides the
corresponding load to the specimen. The load can be calculated from the spring deflection and
the spring constant of the spring. The spring deflection was measured from a knob provided at
the spring plate by monitoring its displacement through a measuring scale. After loading the
specimen to a specific load, vibration motion was given to the specimen through the shaker
attached to it. The AE instrumentation for recording the AE signals is also presented in Figure 3.
The AE signals generated by crack rubbing and clapping of the loaded specimen were recorded
using a PWAS located 6 mm away from the crack. The signals were fed to the acoustic preamplifier with a built-in bandpass filter (30- 700 kHz) and then fed to Mistras AE instrument.
Recorded AE signals were post-processed and analyzed.
2.2 Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) of two signals
A large number of AE signals are generated due to rubbing and clapping of crack faying surfaces.
Pearson correlation analysis was performed to compare the large number of AE signals. The
correlation coefficients of two-time series/frequency series data are calculated using the following
PCC expression.

 ( A, B) 

1 N  Ai   A  Bi  B 



N  1 i 1   A   B 

(1)

Where, Ai=time domain signal A, Bi=time domain signal B, µA= mean of signal A, µB= mean of
signal B, σA= standard deviation of signal A, and σB= standard deviation of signal B. Two separate
correlation coefficients were calculated, using time domain as well as frequency domain data. 2D
scatter plots of time domain PCC vs. frequency domain PCC were constructed.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For generating strong AE signals during rubbing and clapping of crack surfaces, there must be
active interaction between the crack faying surfaces. The resonant frequencies of specimen
vibration are appropriate for the generation of strong displacements in the specimens, which can
cause active interaction between the crack faying surfaces. FEM modal analysis of the cracked
specimen was performed to find out the resonant frequencies of the specimen. The specimen
modeled and boundary conditions imposed to the specimen for performing FEM modal analysis
are presented in Figure 4. The fixed boundary condition is applied at the support hole of the
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specimen which was used to connect the shaker attachment to the specimen by arresting all
degrees of freedom. From FEM analysis, the first five resonance frequencies of the specimen
were recognized as 28.2, 37.8, 93.1, 112.3 and 188.4 Hz respectively. It was presumed and
observed that this resonant frequencies and corresponding strong displacement causes strong
crack faying surface motions which generated strong AE signal. We observed strong AE signal
generation at 35 Hz and 180 Hz frequency of vibration of the specimen.
101 mm

Fixed boundary
condition

304 mm

20 mm crack (tip-to-tip length)
1-mm center hole

4 mm hole
at center

6 mm

Pinned boundary
condition
Figure 4 The specimen and boundary conditions given for performing modal analysis of specimen
attached to shaker. Fixed boundary conditions are given at the support hole
corresponding to the vibration shaker support.

Vibration excitation was given to the specimen at 35 Hz by using a shaker, and the vibration
induced the crack faying surface rubbing and clapping. The induced rubbing and clapping of the
crack faying surfaces cause the excitation and propagation of AE signals in the specimen. The
signals were sensed using PWAS sensors bonded 6-mm from the crack. The PWAS sensed AE
signals were recorded using the Mistras AE system. A large number of AE signals were recorded
during a short period of time. The signals collected were used to perform a correlation analysis
by choosing a particular signal as the basis signal. The correlation analysis shows that the signals
are similar. The correlation of AE signals and one typical AE signal collected is presented in Figure
5a and Figure 5b. The AE signal signature is observed to be wideband. Peaks in the frequency
spectrum were observed at 100 kHz. At frequency spectrum between 300- 400 kHz, a peak in
the frequency spectrum by gradual increment and decrement was also observed. The differences
in signals are due to the uncertainty in AE source characteristic at the crack faying surfaces
corresponding to various events. The minor difference in AE signal infers that, even though there
is uncertainty in AE source characteristic which generates the AE signals, the source
characteristics are within a tolerance limit.
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To study the effect of the frequency of vibration of the specimen on the AE signal, another
frequency of vibration of the specimen was also considered. AE signals received by PWAS when
the plate is vibrated at 180 Hz frequency is presented in Figure 5c and Figure 5d. We observe
that the frequency spectrum of the AE signals is wideband frequency spectra. At 180 Hz vibration
of the specimen, a peak frequency of the AE signal spectra approximately at 100 kHz was
observed similar to AE signal recorded at 35 Hz vibration. A gradual increase and decrease of
frequency spectrum between 300- 400 kHz were also observed. AE signals were observed to
have a similar signature.

35 Hz

b

a
180 Hz

ac

d

Figure 5 AE signals generated due to vibration of specimen at various frequencies a) Correlation
of AE signals generated due to the 35 Hz specimen vibration induced crack
rubbing/clapping b) Sample AE signal at 35 Hz vibration c) Correlation of AE signals
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generated due to the 180 Hz specimen vibration induced crack rubbing/clapping d)
Sample AE signal at 180 Hz vibration

The crack faying surfaces formed during the fatigue experiment are very rough in texture with
sharp peaks and valleys. The vibration of the specimen causes the sharp peaks and valleys of
the crack faying surfaces to hit each other and generate AE signals. Hence the AE signal
generation source can be considered as a point force excitation source or a point source. AE
signals are generated by rubbing of crack faying surfaces at a point. Even at different frequencies
the source characteristic or the mechanism of ultrasonic AE signal generation may remain the
same since it is a point source excitation. Hence theoretically, it is not very likely that the AE signal
signature may differ at different vibration exciter frequencies. A comparison of the AE signal
signature at 35 Hz vibration and 180 Hz vibration can be observed from Figure 5b and Figure 5d.
Clear similarities in AE signals and signal frequency spectrums are observed in the figure. The
AE signal rise time, as well as the duration of the signal, are observed as approximately the same.
Frequency spectrums of both signals were found to be very similar to broadband nature and to
have very similar peaks and valleys.
To study the effect of external load on the rubbing/clapping AE signal signature the specimen was
mounted on the test cell, axially loaded and vibration excitation was applied. An axial load of 5kN
is applied to the specimen by loading the specimen by turning the turnbuckle and applying the
spring load. Four springs are arranged parallel to each other as presented in Figure 12. The
effective spring constant of the springs is 437 N/mm. The spring loading is provided by turning
the turnbuckle between the specimen and the spring. The turnbuckle was turned so that the spring
deforms 11.5 mm, providing 5 kN load to the specimen. The extension of the spring monitors the
effective load through a needle attached near the spring on the spring plate. After loading the
specimen, the specimen was vibrated by the vibration exciter. A higher voltage of excitation was
required to produce AE signals compared to specimen mounted in the test cell without any load.
The AE signals were collected and the correlation of the AE signals is presented in Figure 14.
The signals were found comparable to the AE signals obtained with the no-load case as well as
the AE signal generated due to the unconstrained specimen vibration case. The signal is
observed as wideband in frequency spectra with a higher amplitude at low-frequency range.
Signals had a peak in the frequency spectrum at approximately 100 kHz. A peak in the frequency
spectrum is observed between 300 kHz and 400 kHz. But the frequency response between 100
to 200 kHz has been reduced. The major frequency content is observed below 100 kHz, similar
to the case of unloaded specimen rubbing and clapping AE signals. The signal correlation is found
to be stronger compared to the case of no-load. The reason for such a strong correlation is
hypothesized as follows. When the specimen is in a loaded condition, the crack will be in an open
position. The vibration exciter causes relative motion of crack faying surfaces, but the rubbing
between the two surfaces takes place only at the crack tips since all the other location of the crack
is in open position. Hence the point source excitation will be happening only at the crack tips, and
the excitation will be more consistent compared to the excitation when the crack is in the closed
position.
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Specimen loaded 5 kN

b

a

Figure 6 AE signal generated due to the vibration of the specimen under axial tension a)
Correlation of AE signals generated due to the vibration induced crack
rubbing/clapping b) Sample AE signal at 35 Hz vibration
4

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

4.1 Summary
A Fatigue crack in Al 2024-T3 specimen was generated by cyclic fatigue loading. Fatigue loading
of 22 kN with an R ratio of 0.1 was applied for the generation of a fatigue crack. The fatigue
loading was continued until the tip to tip crack length is 20 mm. FEM harmonic analysis was
performed to analyze the resonant frequencies of the cracked specimen. A PWAS sensor was
installed on the specimen at a distance of 5-mm from the crack. The specimen was attached to a
shaker table, and vibration excitation was applied at the resonant frequencies of the specimen to
generate AE signals due to crack rubbing/clapping. The AE signals generated were recorded
using the PWAS and Mistras AE system. Correlation analysis was performed on the signals to
identify the change in AE signals and variation in the asperity of the AE signal source. AE signals
at 35 Hz and 180 Hz specimen vibrations were studied. AE signals in the specimen under load
are also studied

4.2 Conclusions
Resonant frequencies of the specimen are suitable for active rubbing and clapping of the crack
faying surfaces. Specimen resonant frequencies do not affect the AE signal signature strongly.
Correlation analysis can conveniently quantify the difference in a large number of AE signals. The
difference in AE signal signature would correspond to the difference in the AE source
characteristics. Close clustering of AE signals is obtained when the vibration AE was generated
in an axially loaded specimen. When the crack is in a closed position the rubbing/clapping
happens throughout the crack length. This will cause more change in the asperity of the AE signal
source as well as AE signal generated from the source. When the crack is in open position, only
the crack tips participate in the rubbing/clapping. This will cause less change in asperity of the AE
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signal source as well as AE signals generated from the sources, resulting in a close correlation
of AE signals.
5
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Progress in Sensitivity Verification of AE Sensors
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ABSTRACT
Recent progress in AE sensor characterization studies is summarized. These efforts point to
practical approaches for the calibration of receiving sensitivities by directly contacting (face-toface) a reference transmitter and a sensor under test (SUT). This method is for normally incident
waves and the displacement or velocity of the reference transmitter is measured by a laser
technique, similarly to that prescribed by ISO16063-11 for accelerometer calibration. As the
reference transmitter, a heavily damped ultrasonic transducer, available from multiple sources, is
used. The transmission sensitivities by a laser interferometer and a laser vibrometer showed a
good agreement, so either can be used. By coupling an SUT in a controlled manner, its receiving
sensitivity is determined. Over thirty models of AE sensors have been characterized using the
present method and their receiving sensitivities found to be consistent with those from the HillAdams method, a variation of reciprocity techniques. When one obtains a reference transducer
with its transmission sensitivity characterized, the remaining parts of calibration procedures can
be conducted even outside of metrology laboratory. That is, a practical sensitivity verification is
possible with a traceability to laser-based measurements of displacement or velocity. A variation
of the face-to-face method is to insert a buffer medium between a reference transmitter and an
SUT. This is inappropriate because of diffraction loss, which is dependent on SUT size, frequency
and buffer thickness. A parallel method is available for the detection of plate (Lamb) waves and
bar waves, again starting from laser-based measurements. It is suggested that a cooperative
effort is undertaken involving multiple organizations to establish national/international standards
for sensitivity verification of AE sensors.
Keywords: AE sensors, laser interferometer, vibrometer, wave modes, sensitivity verification.
1. INTRODUCTION
Efforts to standardize calibration methods for AE sensors have a long history, going back to the
seismic pulse method of Breckenridge et al. (1). This seminal work led to two ASTM standards
(2,3) for surface wave sensing (also being listed in ISO). These and other early works can be
found in (4). At sensor manufacturers, practical sensor characterization has been conducted by
direct contact (face-to-face) methods using a reference transducer that was calibrated by
hydrophone replacement procedures (5,6). This approach is for normally incident longitudinal
waves only and has recently been updated by the use of laser metrology methods (6-9). Laser
interferometer or vibrometer can measure surface displacement or velocity without water
immersion needed in the hydrophone calibration. It can also obtain spatial variation of the
displacement or velocity over the reference transducer. The laser-based calibration methods were
extended to guided wave sensing (10,11). Another approach used is a variation of classical
reciprocity calibration methods developed for reciprocal transducers. This method, proposed by
Hatano and coworkers (12,13), used three transducers and assumed all three to be reciprocal.
This reciprocity condition was shown to be absent for typical AE sensors, invalidating the Hatano
method (14). Hill and Adams (15) relaxed this condition for a sensor under test (SUT), but required
the ratio of transmission and receiving sensitivities of one of the three to be known, mandating
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laser-based measurements. This Hill-Adams version of the reciprocity calibration method
produced results in agreement with those of the laser-based direct contact methods (6,7).
Presently, three methods can provide AE sensor calibration. However, no national standards
agency offers the calibration service for the seismic pulse method, making it desirable for the two
other methods to be standardized. Of the two, the direct contact method is preferred since it is
applicable to guided wave cases and needs fewer sensor coupling per calibration. Below, the
basic calibration procedures are summarized, representative results are shown and finally items
needed to be included in a standardization document are listed.

2. CONTACT CALIBRATION METHODS
For the calibration with normally incident longitudinal waves, a well damped broadband ultrasonic
transducer needs to be excited either by short pulses, continuous sinewaves of varying frequency
(Chirp) or short-duration, stepped frequency sinewave trains. The surface displacement or
velocity of the transducer is measured using a laser interferometer or laser vibrometer. The input
voltage signals and laser device output are used to define transmission sensitivity. Next, an AE
SUT is coupled to the transmitter surface. The output from the SUT is obtained with the transmitter
excited in the same way as in the first step. The SUT receiving sensitivity can be determined using
the SUT output and the transmitter output since the input voltage spectra cancel out. The
computation procedures of both transmission and receiving sensitivities involve the frequency
domain spectra, utilizing fast Fourier transform (FFT). This procedure was described in (6,7).
For guided wave calibration, a suitable transfer medium is needed. Surface wave calibration
requires a large transfer medium and is excluded here. One needs a long bar with flat surface(s)
or a large plate with a thickness similar to intended structures, to which an SUT is to be mounted.
On one end of the bar or plate, a broadband ultrasonic transducer needs to be coupled and
excited as in the normal incidence case. Select a position suitable for SUT installation, measure
displacement or velocity of the bar or plate either by using a laser device or a calibrated pointcontact AE sensor. Next, install an SUT at the designated position and measure its output with
the transmitter excited in the same manner as in the initial step. The SUT receiving sensitivity can
be obtained by spectral division as above. This procedure was described in (10,11).

3. RESULTS
More than 50 sensors for AE application have been characterized using the two methods given
in Sec. 2 and results for 27 have been reported (6,7,10,11,14). For some, low frequency
responses were also reported and the origins of observed frequency dependence of receiving
sensitivities were discussed (7). Receiving sensitivities of four representative sensors are given
below. Each sensor’s responses for normally incident longitudinal waves are shown in part a) and
for guided waves in part b). The latter is an average of eight spectra corresponding to Lamb and
bar waves, symmetric and asymmetric modes and two thicknesses. All of the results below were
obtained using pulse excitation of a broadband transmitter. Limited comparison between results
of pulse and sinewave excitation (7) indicated good agreement between receiving sensitivities
from the two excitation methods.
Two wideband sensors in Fig. 1 represent a well damped smooth response (V103) and a multiple
resonance type (WD) that gives a series of high sensitivity peaks. Guided wave responses are
completely different. Two resonant sensors show a series of high sensitivity peaks for normal
incidence case, but enhanced low frequency response to guided waves.
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Fig. 1 Receiving sensitivity in dB in reference to 0 dB at 1 V/nm for Olympus V103 (blue) and
Physical Acoustics WD (red). a) Normal incidence (data from ref. 6). b) Guided waves (data from
ref. 11).

Fig. 2 Receiving sensitivity for Physical Acoustics R15a (blue) and Physical Acoustics R6a (red).
a) Normal incidence (data from ref. 6). b) Guided waves (data from ref. 11).

Fig. 3 a) Peak amplitude of KRN sensor output vs. position on the surface of Olympus V192
transmitter under pulse excitation. Dotted curve is a parabolic fit, slightly rising at the center.
Maximum and minimum peaks differed by 0.36 dB. b) Frequency spectra of received signals (0
dB at 1 mV). At center (blue curve), at 5 mm (red), at 10 mm (green) at 18 mm (purple).
4. PREPARATION FOR STANDARDIZATION
4.1 Transmitter and its characterization
1. Use a broadband ultrasonic transducer having no major sensitivity dips within the intended
calibration frequency range. When one needs to cover up to 2 MHz, select a transducer with its
S39

nominal center frequency of 1 MHz or higher. Our experience suggests Olympus V192 transducer
(1 MHz, 38-mm diameter) to be optimal with its smooth output spectrum and anti-resonance dip
above 2 MHz, although several others, notably Olympus V104, function similarly well (14).
2. The transmitting transducer must have its size larger than the size of SUT. Experience suggests
38-mm diameter (V192) gives most uniform displacement output, while 25-mm diameter (V104)
is satisfactory since most AE sensors have sensing areas of 13-mm diameter or less.
3. The use of laser metrology devices for accelerometer calibration is described in an international
standard document, ISO16063-11 (16). This can serve as a useful template for laser uses for AE
sensor calibration.
4. In the guided wave calibration, a transmitter is attached to a buffer medium of a bar or plate.
This can be with glue or by a mechanical holder, but re-calibration is needed after each
attachment.
5. The number and location of laser measurements need to be specified. In our interferometry
works using Thales SH-140 (6,7), positions have to be aligned manually and measurements were
mostly limited to the center point. The output uniformity was evaluated using a point-contact
sensor (KRN BBPCP). Up to 1 mm from the edge of active area of V192 transducer, the
responses differed less than ±0.18 dB, as shown in Fig. 3a. The spectral output was within ±1 dB
band (Fig. 3b). Thus, the center responses have been used in all our tests. Vallen reported on
the uniformity of the surface velocity output using a laser vibrometer (8,9). Many measurement
points allowed him to define the surface responses accurately, averaging on coaxial rings. For a
25-mm transducer, 145 points were used. For well-behaved transducers, the center point only
testing appears adequate, but further study should be made as to the optimal number of
measurements needed.
6. In using a pulse excitation method, a step voltage pulse should be avoided since it introduces
an artefact in FFT. An addition of a damping resistor of 5 to 50 ohms in parallel to the transducer
can keep the pulse short (less than several µs).
7. The level of excitation voltage applied on a transmitting transducer depends on the sensitivity
of laser devices and on the safe limit from the transducer manufacturer. Peak voltages of pulses
used have been under 400 V, producing up to 10 to 15 nm displacement with Olympus
transducers. For a 500-kHz transducer, it was possible to apply up to 1.5 kV sinewave pulse
without damaging it. However, it is prudent to limit to less than 200 V for those with nominal
frequency above 2 MHz. Some guidelines will be helpful.
8. Proper digitization is needed to record transducer input and output voltages. With advances in
digital oscilloscope, offering automatic interpolation, even 8-bit resolution may be adequate.
Whether 12-bit or 14-bit resolution is required needs to be considered. Rate of digitization controls
the resolution of frequency domain signals. We used 2 or 8 ns interval with satisfactory outcome
even for low frequency testing in order to keep the frequency interval identical. A minimum
sampling rate may need to be specified.
9. Temperature of transducer during laser measurements needs to be recorded and reported
since piezoelectric devices are sensitive to temperature. This also applies to SUT.
10. For guided wave calibration, a rectangular aluminum bar of 1:4 ratio (e.g., 6.4 mm x 25.4 mm
or 12.7 mm x 50.4 mm and 1 to 3 m length) worked satisfactorily. An acrylic rod specified in ASTM
E-2075 (17) can be used by mounting a transmitter at the designated SUT position (at one end
of the rod) and machining a flat on the side of the rod for SUT installation.
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11. Laser characterization of transmitting transducers should be repeated at a regular interval (of
1 to 3 years) for commercial usage. For our own transducers, the transmitting sensitivities appear
to be stable over several years with intermittent use.
4.2 SUT (receiver) and its characterization
1. An SUT is to be acoustically coupled to a calibrated transmitter in a mechanically stable manner
under adequate force of 10 to 50 N for the direct contact method (6,7). For the guided wave
calibration, a similar coupling is done at the pre-selected position on a buffer medium (bar or
plate). A suitable couplant must be applied to form a thin layer between the SUT and transmitter.
2. Machine oil and petroleum gel have given satisfactory performance, while silicone grease tends
to be too viscous, making it difficult to achieve optimum coupling conditions. Even with petroleum
gel like Vaseline requires 15 to 30 min to reach a stable condition at room temperature and
receiver output continues to increase overnight. On the other hand, low viscosity couplant like
motor oil can run out when uneven force is applied, leaving poor coupling conditions. Solid joint
with a glue is stable, but couplant layer thickness is larger (18) and should be avoided >100 kHz.
3. After SUT-transmitter coupling is established, the transmitter is excited and SUT output is
measured. Digitization parameters should be identical to those used for transmitter
measurements to allow consistent spectrum operations of multiplication and division (or addition
and subtraction in decibel scale). The length of recorded pulse signals needs to be selected
according to the lowest frequency to be calibrated (16).
4. A suitable input impedance of digital oscilloscope must be chosen. For most applications, select
the value corresponding to the input impedance of AE preamplifiers to be used. This is often 10
to 20 k-ohms. For low frequency AE sensors, such values result in severe sensitivity reduction. A
long sensor cable also produces a similar effect. For these cases, it is recommended to use a
short cable and high impedance input of 1 M-ohms as impedance and cable effects can be
assessed separately (16).
5. When the frequency domain output is deduced from digitized receiver output, the receiver
sensitivity can be obtained using the pulse transmitter input and transmitter sensitivity previously
determined. In terms of decibel scale spectra, this operation is subtraction process. The output is
in reference to 0 dB at 1 V/nm when the laser interferometer output gives displacement output in
nm (6). Using a laser vibrometer that outputs in velocity or in m/s unit, one gets receiver sensitivity
in reference to 1 V/m/s. Recent high-end laser vibrometers (e.g., Polytec PSV-400) also provide
internally integrated displacement outputs. This part applies to both the direct contact and guided
wave calibration methods.
6. Receiving displacement sensitivity obtained above can be converted to velocity or traditional
pressure responses and vice versa (6).
7. When a buffer medium is desired in a modified direct contact method (e.g., for elevated
temperature calibration), it is necessary to re-calibrate using a laser device or compensate for
beam diffraction loss from the transmission sensitivity. Calculation for the diffraction loss is only
available in closed form for identically sized transmitter and receiver, however (19). The buffer
insertion should be avoided for low frequency sensors since the diffraction loss increases sharply
at frequencies below 100 kHz.
8. A final note of caution is needed. The terms, “primary” and “absolute” calibration, have been
used (2, 13). However, all the methods discussed here mount an SUT using a couplant and we
have no means to characterize the couplant at present. It is also expected that the SUT mounting
affects the vibration predicted theoretically or calibrated by a laser device, as noted in (2). Thus,
it is perhaps more appropriate to use the term of sensitivity verification.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper summarized information needed for standardization of AE sensor calibration using
direct contact and guided wave methods. While some additional studies are required, these
methods can verify the receiving sensitivity of AE sensors and are ready for standardization.
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Transmitters for the face-to-face sensor sensitivity
verification – is their scatter tolerable?
Hartmut Vallen
Vallen Systeme GmbH, 82057 Icking, Germany, www.vallen.de
ABSTRACT
In this work, “transmitter” (TM) means a device that converts a voltage to a particle motion. This
work deals with differences of receiving sensitivity spectra (Rv) of an AE sensor under test (SUT),
obtained by the face-to-face (F2F) method, when different TM units are used. It is an update of
an earlier work in which a certain set-up of the F2F method was introduced. This work delivers a
comparison of Rv spectra for three types of SUT, using alternatively three TM units of same type,
and two FFT time windows of different length. Using the 50 µs long window (W7) presents the
resonances correctly in the Rv spectra, but the scatter of the Rv spectra (in terms of deviation
from an average) is large. Using the 19 µs long window (W1) presents resonance peaks 1-2 dB
lower but the scatter is considerable lower. We would like to discuss the trade-off between the
value of a lower scatter on cost of smoother resonance peaks in the Rv spectrum, and what level
of scatter is considered tolerable.
Keywords: Acoustic emission sensor, sensor calibration, sensor sensitivity verification, scanning
laser vibrometer.
1. INTRODUCTION
In an earlier work [1] we presented pairs of receiving sensitivity spectra of an AE sensor under
test (SUT) using a pair of transmitters (either TMA or TMB, Olympus V104) in a face-to-face (F2F)
setup. The principles and history of the F2F method is described in detail in Professor Ono’s
systematic study of AE sensor calibration methods [2]. We reported deviations of up to 3,5 dB
(peak-peak) in a pair of sensitivity spectra obtained for a wideband SUT (Olympus V103), and up
to 7dB (peak-peak) for a 150 kHz resonant SUT (using FFT window W7). Several trials using
different stimulations (sinewave, different pulse shapes) for compensating the deviations failed
the objective. Meanwhile we received two more transmitter units (TMC, TMD) of same type. TMC
fits best and was also used for this work. Since [1] reports in detail (downloadable) the used setup, the following descriptions are reduced to the minimum needed for understanding the results,
due to limited space.
2. MOTION MEASUREMENT BY USING A SCANNING LASER VIBROMETER
The output motion of each transmitter, stimulated by an electrical pulse, was measured by using
a scanning laser vibrometer (LVM) at 161 positions at the transmitter face. The scanned positions
were arranged in 10 rings of 16 positions per ring plus one in the center. One velocity signal
versus time was obtained per circular area. Fig. 1 shows velocity signals of four circular areas
stimulated by three transmitter (TM) units in one diagram per TM. Fig. 1 shows the main pulse at
10 µs and a spike 8 µs later, strongest in graph TMB-W6. This indicates a serious lack of
uniformity of motion distribution at the face of TMB.
Velocity signal outputs from LVM and output signals of the SUT were subject to a window process
with the purpose to exclude a part of the reverberation phase from the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) process. In this work windows W6, W7 and later W1 are used. W6 decays from 11 µs to16
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µs after pulse peak time, W7 from 50 µs to 60 µs, and W1 from 19 µs to 21 µs, smoothly, in the
shape of half a cosine wave, from one to zero.
TMA W6

TMB W6

TMC W6

Fig. 1 – Particle velocity diagrams for the circular areas defined by rings 5, 2, 1, 0 from
transmitters TMA, TMB, TMC (top to down) using FFT window 6.

Windowing means multiplication of the signal to be processed by the window signal. The legend
on the right of Fig. 1 shows the radii of the circle areas the velocity signals R0, R1, R2, R5
represent. The spike at 18 µs, strongest with TMB, indicates some non-uniform motion distribution
over the face of TMB.
3. FACE TO FACE SETUP

Fig. 2 - Block diagram of face-to-face setup

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the face-to-face setup. The arbitrary function generator (AFG)
delivers the voltage pulse UT to the TM, causing a transient motion which is converted by the SUT
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to the output voltage USUT. Both, USUT and UT, are measured by a transient recorder. Equation (3)
in [2] can be converted to:
USUT = UT + Rv + Tv

(1)

Tv = V - UTL

(2)

Rv = (USUT - V) + (UTL - UT).

(3)

this leads to
Each variable in equations (1) to (3) addresses a spectrum in dB where 0 dB refers to 1 [unit]
given below:
USUT, UT:

SUT output voltage and TM input voltage in F2F setup in [V]

Rv

SUT’s particle velocity receiving sensitivity in [V/(mm/s)],

Tv

TM’s particle velocity transfer function in [(mm/s)/V]

V

particle velocity (measured by LVM) in [mm/s]

UTL

Voltage spectrum at transmitter during velocity measurement in [V].

For more details see [1] and [2].
4. RESULTS
The upper curve triplets in each diagram of Fig. 3 visualize for one SUT three receiving
sensitivities RvA, (red, legend says 1Rv FA5W7), RvB (black), and RvC (blue), stimulated by
three TM units A, B, C of same model (Olympus V104), scaled on the left axis. The right axis
scale is for the lower pair of curves, identified by ΔRvA (red) and ΔRvB (black). ΔRvA and ΔRvB
are deviations-from-average of RvA and RvC, in dB: ΔRvA = RvA – (RvA + RvC)/2 and ΔRvB =
RvB – (RvA + RvC)/2. RvB is excluded from the average because TMB causes too large
deviations and is not qualified for this method. Since only RvA and RvC are averaged, ΔRvC
always equals minus ΔRvA and is not shown. The legends of the ΔRv spectra indicate Root Mean
Square (RMS) values of the ΔRvA and ΔRvB over the frequency range 10 kHz to 500 kHz. Table
1 summarizes the RMS and peak-peak values.
Table 1 - Sensitivity deviations ΔRvT of 3 SUT types stimulated by 3 TMs using 2 windows.

SUT

RMS values

peak-peak values

Fig.

Type

ΔRvA

ΔRvB

ΔRvA

ΔRvB

3a)
3b)

V103
VS150

0,44
0,68

0,88
0,72

3,00
5,10

3,60
3,20

3c)

VS900

0,70

0,86

5,00

4,40

0,61
0,15
0,30
0,30
0,25

0,82
0,86
1,05
0,73
0,88

4,37
0,70
1,50
1,60
1,27

3,73
4,30
5,00
3,50
4,27

ØW7
4a)
4b)

V103
VS150

4c)

VS900

ØW1

Table 1 shows a substantial decrease of deviation in the sensitivity spectra when window W1 is
used instead of window W7.
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Fig. 3 – RvT spectra (left scale) and ΔRvT spectra (right scale) obtained from SUT a) V103-64,
b) VS150M-6379, c) VS900M-4464 by using TMs A, B, C, and window W7 (50 µs)

Fig. 4 is similar to Fig. 3, but instead of window W7 (50 µs), window W1 (19 µs) was used. Since
in both, Fig. 3a) and 4a), all ΔRv values above 320 kHz were low, the frequency range shown for
the wideband sensor V103 was limited to the range 0 to 350 kHz for better low-end resolution. In
Fig. 4 the red and blue curves are closer together and the RMS values in the legend of the red
ΔRvA are smaller than that of the black ΔRvB.
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Fig. 4 – Rv spectra (left scale) and ΔRv deviation spectra (right scale) obtained from sensor
a) V103-64, b) VS150M-6379, c) VS900M-4464 by using transmitters TMA, TMB, TMC.

Fig. 5 shows per TM the ΔRvT spectra averaged over three SUTs, a) using W7 (50 µs, the data
shown in Fig 3) and b) using W1 (19 µs, the data shown in Fig. 4).
In Fig. 5a) the deviation spectra in red and blue are as large as in black. Fig. 5b) shows small
deviations in red (ΔRvA) and blue (ΔRvC, equal to -ΔRvA) and larger deviations in black (ΔRvB).
This tells two facts: 1) Transmitters exhibiting poor motion distribution, such as measured with
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TMB (see Fig. 1), and 2) the length of the signal’s reverberation phase processed by FFT must
be limited to a point in time before the signals begin to separate.
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Fig. 5 – The spectra shown are calculated by “Avg(ΔRvT) = (Δ1RvT + Δ2RvT + Δ3RvT) / 3”, with
T=(A/B/C) and with “ΔsRvT = sRvT – (sRvA + sRvC)/2”, with s=(1/2/3) for the SUT.
a) using window W7, b) W1.

Since amplitude and shape of the stimulation pulse was identical with each transmitter, the
deviations in the sensitivity spectra must be caused by deviations of transmitter properties.
The following treats time domain signals of SUT1 (V103):
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Fig. 6 – SUT1 responses (thick), and velocity signals (thin) vs. time, from
TMA (red), TMB (green), TMC (blue), a) main pulse at 4 µs, b) zoomed reverberation phase.

Fig. 6a) shows the peak amplitudes at 4 µs, about 260 mV of SUT output, 530 mV of velocity.
Fig. 6b) shows the reverberation phase in a x16 amplitude zoom from 5 to 65 µs.
The legends on the bottom of Fig. 6b) are common for both graphs. These legends begin with
“1F” for SUT1 signals (V103), or “VF” for velocity signals (thinner curves, multiplied by 80, from
LVM measurement). Third legend character (A/B/C for red/green/blue curve) identifies the used
transmitter.
The velocity curves indicate the particle velocity in free air condition, the thicker curves the
response of the SUT on the velocity input. The black (velocity) and green (SUT response) curves
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of TMB show at 12 µs a sharp rise, which obviously stems from the spike shown in Fig. 1, TMB-W6
at 18 µs. This behavior disqualifies that TM exemplar.
From 5 µs to 22 µs the thicker red and blue curves (SUT responses) are close together. Then the
curves develop differently. No relation between SUT response and velocity output of LVM can be
seen. It seems, the SUT response is just reverberation of the main impulse.
In the F2F setup the tight acoustic coupling between SUT and transmitter combines the two piezo
elements to one common element with specific resonance properties. These depend, amongst
others, on the combined geometry. In addition to the mechanical load of the SUT on the TM the
specific resonance properties may influence how the reverberation motion develops over time.
The following treats time and frequency domain signals of SUT3, a resonant 150 kHz sensor
(VS150M-6379):
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Fig. 7 – Response of SUT3 on stimulation of TMA (blue) and TMC (red), a) normal scale, b) vertical zoom

Fig 7 shows for SUT3 close curves up to 19 µs after peak pulse time, as with SUT1 in Fig. 6,
and then a different development of the response curves. This must be caused by a difference
in properties of TMA and TMC. This fact caused that we introduced window W1 with 19 µs
length, while in [1] window W6 (11 µs) was used.
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Fig. 8 – W1 (red), W7 (blue); a), c) time domain; b), d) sensitivity in dB(Vs/m),
Green curves: b) RvC - RvA using W7: large deviation; d) RvC - RvA using W1: small deviation.
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Fig. 8 d), green curve, proves that using window W1 and stimulation by TMA and TMC results in
only small deviations. Blue and red curves prove that the reduction of peak sensitivity between
use of W1 and W7 is small.
5. CONCLUSION
According to Table 1 the receiving sensitivity spectra, obtained by using two transmitter units
(TMA and TMC), three SUT types, a 50 µs long FFT window (W7), exhibit for the same SUT,
deviation-from-average values (ΔRvA) up to 5 dB peak-peak, up to 0,9 dB RMS (root mean
square, corresponds to standard deviation between Rv curves) and an average of 0,61 dB RMS.
By using a 19 µs long window (W1), the deviation ΔRvA is reduced from 0,61 dB to 0,25 dB RMS.
The use of window W1 smooths resonances to some extent. However, the peak maximum of the
150 kHz resonant sensor is only decreased by one to two dB between the use of W1 and W7.
The deviations ΔRvB (when using a third transmitter TMB) are worse due to the TMB’s disturbed
motion distribution (Fig. 1, TMB W6).
We think the transmitter units must be selected for proper reproducibility of SUT stimulation. Only
units with suitable uniformity of motion distribution should be used. A diagram like Fig. 7, showing
a SUT1 response, would allow to discriminate best suited transmitters from others.
By LVM the free surface motion of the transmitter was measured. During stimulation the SUT is
tightly coupled to the transmitter. It is obvious that the SUT coupling changes transmitter motion
to some extent.
The F2F method stimulates uniform particle motion in normal direction. This corresponds to a
longitudinal volume wave arriving at the volume’s surface at the sensor position in normal
direction.
If waves arrive at the sensor in other than the normal direction, or if Rayleigh or plate wave
motions are passing by the sensor’s sensitive area, the particle motion is not uniform and
cancellation effects may happen in the sensor’s piezo element and influence the apparent
sensitivity spectrum of the sensor.
Even if reproducibility among TM units would be perfect the behavior of a SUT will change when
it is moved from the F2F setup to a practical application, depending on the acoustic impedance
of the material it is coupled to, but also on the geometry, the conditions of wave propagation and
reflection.
The F2F method has potential to obtain a sensitivity spectrum under easy reproducible conditions,
undisturbed by any mechanical interaction.
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